We propose a type system to guarantee safe resource deallocation for shared-memory concurrent programs by extending the previous type system based on fractional ownerships. Here, safe resource deallocation means that memory cells, locks, or threads are not left allocated when a program terminates. Our framework supports (1) fork/join parallelism, (2) synchronization with locks, and (3) dynamically allocated memory cells and locks. The type system is proved to be sound. We also provide a type inference algorithm for the type system and a prototype implementation of the algorithm.
Introduction
Safe resource deallocation is a crucial matter in programming languages with manual resource (e.g., memory and files) management such as C and C++. Failing to dispose a created resource, or accessing an already disposed resource Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. OOPSLA '12, October 19-26, 2012 could lead to fatal errors 1 . For example, in the C language, a memory leak occurs if a programmer forgets to deallocate a memory cell allocated by malloc. In order to address this problem, various formal verification methodologies [8, 13, 14, 16, 18] have been proposed. Most of them are, however, for sequential programs.
Our goal is to establish a technique to statically check safe resource deallocation for concurrent programs written in the C language. Not only is it harder to reason about concurrent programs, but also there are more kinds of resources to be considered in concurrent programming languages than sequential languages. For example, IEEE standards describe pthread join(), a function for joining a spawned thread, and pthread mutex destroy(), a function for destroying a mutex, as follows [9] :
The pthread join() . . . should eventually be called for every thread that is created [emphasis added] . . . so that storage associated with the thread may be reclaimed.
The pthread mutex destroy() function shall destroy the mutex object referenced by mutex; the mutex object becomes, in effect, uninitialized. . . . the results of . . . referencing the object after it has been destroyed are undefined [emphasis added].
It shall be safe to destroy an initialized mutex that is unlocked. Attempting to destroy a locked mutex results in undefined behavior [emphasis added].
As a first step towards our goal, we will investigate three basic types of resources-memory cells, locks, and threads-in this paper, though there are other kinds of resources than threads and locks (e.g., barriers and reader/writer locks). The following example written in a C-like language describes the language features we will deal with. Figure 1 allocates two memory cells on heap, sets the pointers to the cells to p and 1 Some of the modern operating systems automatically reclaim resources that have not been not deallocated appropriately. However, we believe that safe resource deallocation is an important issue because not all operating systems have such advanced feature. main() { loop(p, q, l) { p = malloc(); n = 10; q = malloc(); while (n > 0) { l = newlock(); acquire(l); child = *p = 0; fork(loop(p,q,l)); release(l); loop(p, q, l); printf("*q=%d",*q); wait(child); --n; freelock(l); } free(p); } free(q); } Figure 1 . An example of shared-memory concurrent programs.
EXAMPLE 1. The main function in
q, and creates a lock l. Then the program spawns a new thread that executes the body of loop inside. The parent and the child threads both write to *p and read from *q repeatedly. In order to avoid race, they use the lock l, which is shared by them. Accesses to *q are not guarded because they only read from *q.
After the child thread terminates, the parent thread reclaims the thread ID (wait(child)), deallocates the lock (freelock(l)), and then the memory cells (free(p) and free(q)).

This program includes (1) dynamically spawned threads, (2) dynamically allocated locks and memory cells, (3) synchronization using locks, and (4) deallocation of threads, locks, and memory cells.
Our approach is to extend the previous flow-sensitive type system of Suenaga and Kobayashi [13] to concurrency. The basic idea of their previous type system is to assign a fractional ownership to each pointer-type constructor. A fractional ownership is a rational number that represents capability/obligation on the usage of the pointers. For example, type int ref 1 is the type for pointers to an integer that can be used for reading/writing and should be used for deallocation before termination. Type int ref 0 is for pointers that cannot be used at all and type int ref 0.5 is for read-only pointers that should be used for deallocation. By checking that no ownership is left after the execution of a program, the type system guarantees safe memory deallocation for sequential programs.
Our contribution is summarized as follows.
• We propose a type system for safe resource deallocation for a programming language in which a programmer has to manually deallocate resources (i.e., memory cells, locks, and threads). Our type system supports (1) dynamic creation of threads, locks, and memory cells and (2) synchronization using locks.
• We prove that the type system is sound-the execution of a well-typed program indeed leaves no resources when it terminates.
• We provide a type inference algorithm for the type system, and an implementation of the algorithm. Readers can try the implementation from http://www.fos. kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~rfukuda/freesafety-con/.
Our type system also guarantees race-freedom and that, for each operation to acquire a lock, there is exactly one corresponding release operation before termination. Racefreedom is naturally achieved by the property inherited from the previous type system that there is at most one pointer that a program can use for writing to each memory cell. Though it is not our main purpose to guarantee these properties, they are interesting on their own because they are important in deadlock-freedom analysis of concurrent languages with non-block-structured lock primitives [12] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the previous type system for a sequential language in Section 2 and present an overview of our extension in Section 3. Then, Section 4 defines the language L, a concurrent language with manual resource management, and the safety properties we are to guarantee by the type system. Section 5 introduces the type system and sketches a proof of type soundness, which is followed by a type inference algorithm described in Section 6. After discussing related work in Section 7, Section 8 concludes the paper. Due to space limitation, we omit several definitions and detailed proofs, which are found in a full version of the paper (found at http://www.fos.kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ ksuenaga/papers/leak-full.pdf).
Review of Fractional Ownerships
This section briefly reviews the type system of Suenaga and Kobayashi [13] . As mentioned in Section 1, the basic idea of Suenaga and Kobayashi's type system is to assign a fractional ownership f (represented by a rational number in A type judgment in this type system is of the form Θ; Γ ⊢ s ⇒ Γ ′ , where s is a command, Θ records types of toplevel functions, and Γ and Γ ′ record types of variables. The judgment Θ; Γ ⊢ s ⇒ Γ ′ intuitively means "under the assumption that (1) each function has the type described in Θ and that (2) each variable has the type described in Γ, the ownerships left after s terminates are described as in Γ ′ ." We call Γ the pre type environment and Γ ′ the post type environment of the judgment.
For example, consider a command let x = * y in skip, which binds x to the value stored in the memory cell that y points to (and does nothing). Then, Θ; y : int ref 0.5 ⊢ let x = * y in skip ⇒ y:int ref 0.5 is a valid type judgment because y is given a non-zero ownership to read through. Unlike reading, however, the full ownership is required for writing operation into a memory cell. So, Θ; x:int ref f , y:int ⊢ * x ← y ⇒ x : int ref f , y : int (where * x ← y is a command to store the value of y to the memory cell that x points to) is valid only if f = 1. Similarly, deallocation also requires the full ownership; moreover, the ownership becomes zero after deallocation, because the pointer becomes dangling. So, Θ;
One interesting feature of the type system is that ownerships can be transferred to aliases of the same pointer. For example, Θ; x : int ref 1 ⊢ let y = x in free(y) ⇒ x : int ref 0 is a valid type judgment. In fact, the pre type environment for free(y) is x : int ref 0 , y : int ref 1 due to the transfer of the ownership from x to y at let x = y in. Although this example shows transfer of the whole ownership that x holds to y, the typing rule for let y = x in s allows also partial transfer-that is, the original ownership of x can be "split" into two fractions for x and y in s. 
Here, the pre type environment for let z = * x in . . . For a program, which consists of a set of top-level functions and a command (which is considered as the body of the main function), the type system requires the main command to be typed under the empty pre and post type environments. The empty post type environment means that no ownerships are left-or, all obligations of deallocation are 2 In order to deallocate the memory cell pointed to by x, the split ownerships have to be "merged" to recover the full ownership. The type system uses must-alias information to merge ownerships. See Section 5 for more details.
fulfilled-after the execution of the main command. This way, safe memory deallocation is guaranteed.
Extension to Concurrency
The discussion in Section 1 and the program in Example 1 lead us to the following observations. 1. We need to guarantee safe deallocation not only of memory cells but also of locks and threads.
2. The type system should be able to allow different threads to access shared memory cells when locks are properly used to avoid racy accesses. For example, in the program in Example 1, two threads use the lock l to control write accesses to *p.
We address the first observation by ownerships on locks and thread IDs, and the second by ownership transfer via procurable type environments, as described below.
Ownerships on locks and thread IDs:
In order to deal with locks and threads as resources that have to be deallocated, our type system introduces two new types: lock and tid. As we have pointed out above, the type system also needs to ensure that they are safely deallocated. To this end, the type system assigns ownerships to lock types and thread types as well as pointer types. The type system will guarantee safe deallocation of these kinds of resources by the same idea as before: by ensuring that there is no ownership left at the end of a program. In order to avoid a lock to be deallocated while it is held (see the quotation from [9] in Section 1), we also use ownerships to express obligation to release locks. Thus, a lock type comes with two ownerships. One is lock ownership, which expresses capability to access the lock and obligation to deallocate the lock. The other is release ownership, which expresses obligation to release the lock. On the one hand, a lock can be acquired when the ownership of the lock is non-zero and the release ownership is 0; after the acquire operation, the release ownership becomes 1, which means the lock has to be released afterwards. On the other hand, a lock can be released when the ownership for the lock is non-zero and the release ownership is 1; after the release operation, the release ownership becomes 0. The type system will use release ownership also to prevent a thread from acquiring (or releasing) a lock twice without releasing (or acquiring, respectively).
Ownership transfer via procurable type environments:
In order to handle ownership transfer, we further extend lock types with what we call procurable type environment. A procurable type environment describes the ownerships granted to a thread while it holds the lock. As a result, a lock type is written (Γ, f 1 ) lock f2 , where Γ is a (procurable) type environment, f 1 is release ownership, and f 2 is the ownership of the lock itself.
For example, if a lock l is given type ((x:int ref 1 ), 0) lock 1 , then a thread gets the ownership int ref 1 on x as it acquires l, allowing read from and write to x. After the acquire operation, the type of l becomes ((x : int ref 1 ), 1) lock 1 , where the release ownership is set to 1. When the release ownership is fulfilled by releasing l, the thread will lose the same amount of ownership as it obtained, thus accesses to x will be prohibited. After the release of l, the type of l becomes
We also extend thread ID types with procurable type environments (written Γ tid f ) to handle reclamation of ownerships that have been split for a spawned thread. Consider the program in Example 1 again. The two threads read from q without using locks, so the ownerships on q held by these threads are in (0, 1) (more precisely, the two ownerships f 1 and f 2 satisfy f 1 > 0, f 2 > 0 and f 1 + f 2 = 1). In order to perform free(q), however, the main thread, which has f 1 on q, has to reclaim the other ownership f 2 held by the spawned thread. Our type system considers this is done by waiting child-that is, when child is given type (q : int ref f2 ) tid 1 in the pre type environment of wait(child), the typing rule for wait ensures q : int ref f1+f2 in the post type environment. In general, the procurable type environment in a thread ID type describes the post type environment of the thread, that is, the ownerships left after the thread terminates.
Having these intuitions in mind, we proceed to the formal definitions of our target language and type system.
Target Language L
Syntax
Let Var be a countably infinite set of variables. The syntax of L is given in Figure 2 . A value, denoted by v, is either a variable or null; the former represent memory addresses, while the latter the null pointer. A thread ID, denoted by t, is a variable or a special symbol ⋆, which is not a member of Var. The former are IDs of dynamically created threads, while the latter is that of the main thread. Commands, ranged over by s, consist of
, deallocation of a memory cell (free(x)), dereferencing a pointer (let x = * y in s), destructive update of a memory cell through a pointer ( * x 1 ← x 2 ), testing whether a value is null (ifnull(x) then s 1 else s 2 ),
• must-alias annotations (assert(x 1 = x 2 ) and assert(x 1 = * x 2 )), which programmers can use as hints to the type system,
• lock-related primitives, including creation of a lock (let x = newlock() in s), deallocation of a lock (freelock(x)), acquiring a lock (acq(x)), and releasing a lock (rel(x)), and
• thread management primitives, including let x = fork(s 1 ) in s 2 for spawning a thread that executes s 1 , binding x to the fresh ID of the new thread and executing s 2 , and wait(x) for waiting for the thread with ID x to terminate and deallocating the thread ID.
A few words about the must-alias annotations above: they could be inserted manually or by using static must-alias analyzers. In the current implementation, programmers are required to insert them manually. 
In the rest of this section, we assume that D is fixed if not explicitly specified to make the notations less cumbersome.
Operational semantics
The operational semantics is defined by small-step reduction of configurations which represent execution states.
DEFINITION 5 (Configurations
whose domain is finite, and the domains of P , H, L and R are pairwise disjoint. We use the meta-variable Conf for configurations. We write
A thread pool P records the thread IDs and the statements currently being executed. Recall that the symbol ⋆ stands for a special thread ID for the main thread. A heap H represents the current state of memory. It is essentially a directed graph whose vertices are memory locations. L records the states of locks: L(x) = ⊤ means that x is being held by a thread and L(x) = ⊥ not being held. R represents a register file, which maps a register name to its value. Note that we use variables for thread IDs (other than ⋆), locations, lock IDs and register names.
Notations. Let X be a map. We write dom(X) for the domain of X. By abuse of notation, we write dom(D) for the set of the function names defined in D. We write
We use a tilde ( ·) to denote a sequence and write X\ { x} for the map whose domain is dom(X)\ { x} and defined by (X\ { x})(z) = X(z). 
represents small-step reduction inside a thread. The rules are mostly straightforward. In E-FREE, location R(x) is removed from the heap if R(x) is a valid location. If R(x) = null, nothing happens; here, we follow the convention of the C language. E-MALLOC creates a memory cell allocated at a fresh location h and assigns it to a (fresh) register z and extends R with z → h and H with h → v where v is an arbitrary value 3 . E-ASSERTEQ and E-ASSERTDEREF represent the cases where the assertions actually hold-an assertion is noop when it holds. E-NEWLOCK creates a new lock l and assigns it to a new register z and extends L with l → ⊥ and R with z → l. E-FREELOCK removes the lock R(x) from L if the lock is still alive and not held by any threads.
represents reduction that pertains to the thread-related primitives. E-FORK generates a fresh thread ID z ′′ and assigns it to a fresh register z ′ ; a thread pool is extended with z ′′ → s 1 . E-WAIT removes R(x) from P if R(x) is a valid thread ID and P (R(x)) has already finished its execution. Note that R(x) cannot be ⋆. E-ACQ confirms that R(x) is a valid lock and no thread currently holds this lock, and turns its lockstate to ⊤. E-REL is the converse of E-ACQ. E-PROC arbitrarily chooses one thread in P and conducts one-step reduction.
The relation (P, H, L, R) ❀ E where E ∈ {NullEx, AssertFail, Error} represents reduction to an exceptional state. Here, NullEx represents null-pointer accesses, AssertFail assertion errors and Error accesses to dangling resources. As we see below, we do not treat NullEx nor AssertFail as erroneous states; our type system does not exclude the possibility of null-pointer accesses and assertion errors. It means that safe deallocation is guaranteed only when assertions, which could be inserted by must-alias analysis, are correct and the program does not perform null-pointer accesses.
Safety property
We formalize the safety property to be satisfied by a welltyped program below. Informally, a well-typed program does not cause Error or race-condition; or does not leak resources, either. A program is said to leak resources when its execution terminates but the heap, the lock environment, or the thread pool at termination is not empty (except for the main thread). We first define race condition. 
DEFINITION 7 (Reading from / Writing to). Thread t in configuration
Conf such that t ∈ dom(P (Conf )) is said to be reading from h if P (Conf )(t) is syntactically equal to E[let y = * x in s] and R(Conf )(x) = h for some E, x, y and s. Thread t in configuration Conf is said to be writing to h if P (Conf )(t) is syntactically equal to E[ * x ← v] and R(Conf )(x) = h for some E, v and x.
DEFINITION 8 (Race Condition).
A configuration Conf is in race if there are h ∈ dom(H(Conf )) and t 1 , t 2 ∈ dom(P (Conf )) such that t 1 = t 2 and either (1)
are writing to h or (2) t 1 is writing to h and t 2 is reading from h.
This definition intuitively means that Conf is in race if there are two or more threads that are accessing the same location, and at least one of them is conducting write operation. This definition has been widely used in race-freedom analysis (e.g., [1] ).
Then, we define termination of a configuration and then the notion of program safety, which the type system will guarantee.
DEFINITION 9 (Termination). A configuration Conf is in
termination if and only if P (Conf )(t) = skip for any t ∈ dom(P (Conf )). We write End(Conf ) if Conf is in termination.
DEFINITION 10 (Safe Configuration). A configuration Conf is safe (written Safe(Conf )) if and only if (1) Conf ❀ Error; (2) Conf is not in race; and (3)
End(Conf ) im- plies Conf = ({⋆ → skip} , ∅, ∅, R) for some R. DEFINITION 11 (Program Safety). A program (D, s) is safe if ({⋆ → s} , ∅, ∅, ∅) ❀ * Conf implies Safe(Conf ). We write Safe(D, s) if (D, s) is safe.
REMARK 12. A deadlocking configuration is not considered in termination. For example,
does not hold, though the configuration is stuck.
Type System
Types and type environments
The set of ownerships, ranged over by f , is the subset [0, 1] of rational numbers Q. We define types and type environments as follows:
A reference type κ is a map from {0} * to the set of ownerships. Here, {0} * is the set of finite sequences, ranged over by π, of the (only) alphabet 0. We assume that every reference type κ satisfies κ(π) = 0 implies κ(π0) = 0 for any π. (This restriction is needed for soundness [13] .) A sequence π intuitively represents the memory cell reached by dereferencing a pointer |π| times; if x has type κ and κ(π) = f , it means that a programmer has to respect the ownership f of the value obtained by |π|-time dereferencing of x following the chain of the pointers, where |π| is the length of π 4 . For example, the type of x in Example 2 is {ǫ → 1, 0 → 0, 00 → 0, . . .}.
We write 0 for the reference type that is defined by 0(π) = 0 for any π. Given a reference type κ, we write κ ref f for the reference type defined by
REMARK 13. In Suenaga and Kobayashi [13] 
We say Γ is well-formed (written wf (Γ)) if Γ can be written as x 1 : τ 1 , . . . , x n : τ n for some x and τ .
The condition "x / ∈ FV(Γ) and FV(τ ) ⊆ dom(Γ)" means that, in order to add a new type declaration to a type environment, the variable has to be fresh and, if the newly added type is a lock/tid type, then its procurable type environment can mention only preceding variables. So, intuitively, well-formedness of a type environment means that bindings can be sorted so that the type of a variable mentions only preceding variables. We assume that every type environment is well formed in what follows.
We next define emptiness of types and type environments. Intuitively, a value of an empty type can be discarded immediately because there is no obligation to deallocate.
DEFINITION 17 (Empty Types/Type Environments).
A type τ is empty, written empty(τ ), if τ is either (Γ, 0) lock 0 for some Γ, or Γ tid 0 for some Γ, or a reference type 0. A type environment Γ is empty, written empty(Γ), if empty(Γ(x)) for any x ∈ dom(Γ).
We also define summation on types and type environments to formalize splitting and merging ownerships.
DEFINITION 18 (Summation of Types/Type Environments).
Value type τ 1 + τ 2 is defined by:
Type environment Γ 1 + Γ 2 is defined by:
Note that the sum τ 1 + τ 2 is defined only if τ 1 and τ 2 are the same kind of types; moreover, when a summand is a lock or thread ID type, their procurable type environments have to be identical. For example ({x → 0}, 0)
Typing
Let Θ be a function type environment, which is a finite mapping from variables to function types of the form (x 1 :
. A function type is dependent so that a parameter type can mention a preceding parameter in its procurable type environment. Although it returns no value in our target language, a function (implicitly) returns some ownership held by parameters back to the caller. For example, a function type (x :
describes a function that takes a pointer x and a lock to obtain ownership to access x; when it returns the same ownership will be returned to the caller.
As explained in Section 2, a type judgment is of the form Θ; Γ ⊢ s ⇒ Γ ′ , whose intuition has already been given. Typing rules for sequential commands. The typing rules in Figure 6 are rules for values and sequential commands. Rule T-NULL means that a null pointer can be given any reference type. Rules T-NULL and T-VAR require Γ to be empty since variables in it are not used here.
Rules T-SKIP and T-SEQ are straightforward. In T-LET, the type of x in the post type environment has to be empty since ownerships on x should not be left after the scope of x ends here. Similar emptiness conditions are found in typing rules for commands involving variable binding. Rule T-APP expresses standard dependent function application.
In rule T-MALLOC, x is given type 0 ref 1 in the pre type environment of the body s. Recall the intuition of ownership 1 explained in Section 3 that, when a new cell is allocated, (1) exclusive access through x is granted and (2) obligation to deallocate the cell through x in future is imposed. Since the content of the newly-created cell should not be used until initialization has been done, the type of a value pointed to by x is 0. Rule T-FREE is basically the converse of T-MALLOC. The type of x becomes 0 in the post type environment to prevent accesses to the deallocated cell.
Rules T-DEREF and T-ASSIGN check if there is enough ownership on the type κ ref f of y in the pre type environment of the conclusion, in order to perform reading (f > 0) and writing (f = 1), respectively. When a pointer is derefeneced, the content of the memory cell pointed to by y is copied to x, and so the original ownership of the pointer stored in the memory cell is (partially) transferred to x. The type κ 1 + κ 2 expresses the original ownership and it is split for x. Conversely, in assignment, the assigned value x is copied to the memory cell that y points to, so the ownership on x is split. Moreover, the pointer that y points to should have the empty (pointer) type, because no obligation should be left for the old content before assignment. Ownership splittings at these rules are kept non-deterministic. The implementation in Section 6.4 chooses one of the possible splittings with an SMT solver.
Rule T-IFNULL ensures that the post type environment of the two clauses are the same. The rule also allows the then clause to use x as any type because x is null in this clause (c.f. T-NULL).
Rules T-ASSERTEQ and T-ASSERTEQDEREF describe how the type system exploits must-alias annotations. For example, in T-ASSERTEQ, the condition
makes it possible to shuffle ownerships between x 1 and x 2 , and thus enables the type system to transfer a part of ownership from one to the other. The following command (written in slightly changed syntax to save space) shows how this rule works: Θ; Without the assertion, this example would not typecheck, because both x and y have a positive ownership and thus the ownership of x is not 1, required to free. However, thanks to assert(x = y), which lets the type system transfer the ownership of y to x, the type of x before free(x) is 0 ref 1 , which allows free. Note that it is not a responsibility of this type system to ensure the correctness of must-alias assertions. If an incorrect assertion is inserted, a program may reduce to AssertFail and the type system guarantees nothing.
Typing rules for concurrency-related commands. Figure 7 shows the typing rules for concurrency-related commands. The first four rules concern lock manipulation. Rule T-NEWLOCK splits the ownerships of the current thread into two (Γ 1 and Γ 2 ), and "deposit" one of them (Γ 2 ) in the newly-created lock type as its procurable type environment (x : (Γ 2 , 0) lock 1 ). The release ownership part of the lock type is 0 because the lock is initially in the state ⊥. The lock ownership part is 1, which means that only this thread is currently allowed to access this lock and the lock has to be deallocated in future. Rule T-FREELOCK is similar to T-FREE; it also requires the release ownership of x to be 0 because, after executing freelock(x), the program cannot release the lock. As its post type environment shows, the current thread acquires the procurable type environment that has been deposited to the type of x. Rules T-ACQ and T-REL are straightforward once the meaning of procurable type environments and release ownership is understood. Acquiring a lock borrows ownerships deposited in the lock; the procurable type environment Γ 2 added to the post type environment expresses this. Releasing a lock returns the borrowed ownership back to the lock. To express this, the procurable type environment Γ 2 at the pre type environment is removed at the post type environment. Note also that the release ownerships at these rules are set according to the intuition explained in Section 3: The release ownership of x is 1 at the post type environment of T-ACQ, while it is 0 at T-REL.
The next two rules concern thread manipulation. Rule T-FORK means that the ownerships the current thread holds are split into two (Γ 1 and Γ 2 ) and one of them (Γ 1 ) is given to the spawned thread (as its pre type environment). The type of x in the pre type environment of s 2 is Γ ′ 1 tid 1 , where Γ ′ 1 is the post type environment of s 1 . It expresses that the ID of the child thread has to be passed to wait afterwards, and that the thread that waits the spawned thread will be granted Γ ′ 1 -the ownerships left after the execution of the spawned thread s 1 -as expressed by rule T-WAIT. Note that we do not force a spawned thread to use up or preserve the ownerships initially given.
Example. We show a typing example using the command in Example 4. First, let The type of loop means that the function loop takes two references p, which cannot be accessed at first, and q, which is read-only, and one lock l. This lock type means that (1) the lock is not acquired yet; and (2) it gives a full ownership on p, once the lock is acquired. At the end of loop, the ownership of these resources are returned unchanged. The command (we call it s) is typed under the empty pre and post type environments:
Now, let's take a look at main parts of its derivation tree. The first two steps (counted from the root) are as follows:
In the pre type environment for let l = newlock() in · · ·, full ownership (i.e., 1) is assigned to p and q, while no ownership is assigned in the post. The next rule is T-NEWLOCK. Here l is supposed to guard any access to p, the procurable type environment in the type of l should include p : 0 ref 1 whereas no ownership is left for p in the pre type environment (called Γ) for the continuation (that is, let c = fork(loop(p, q, l)) in · · ·):
The next rule is T-FORK. Here, the pre type environment Γ is split into two: one for the continuation of the main thread and one for the spawned thread. In both threads, q is used for reading (without using locks) and l is used for locking, so the ownerships of q and l in both type enviroments must be greater than 0. In the following derivation step we use 
Also it is important to notice that the post type environment for the new thread body and the procurable type environment for the thread ID c agree, as shaded boxes show. Figure 9 shows the pre type environment for each subcommand as comments. We can observe that 1. after wait(c), the procurable type environment Γ 1 2 in c's type is merged and so q's ownership is 1 in the post type environment; 2. similarly, after freelock(l), the procurable type environment Γ l in l's type is merged and so p's ownership is 1 in the post type environment.
(Note that when two commands s 1 and s 2 are combined with ';', the pre type environment for s 2 is the post for s 1 .)
Typing rules for programs. A type judgment for a program is of the form ⊢ (D, s) ok, which means that, if a program starts its execution from the main command s, the program respects types and ownerships in any scheduling. It is defined via typing for functions. Figure 8 .
DEFINITION 20 (Typing for Programs). ⊢ (D, s) ok is the least relation that satisfies the rules in
Rule T-FUNDEF is straightforward. The condition that a parameter can depend on preceding parameters is guaranteed by the formation of type environments (recall that Γ, x : τ is defined only when x ∈ FV(Γ) ∪ FV(τ )). Rule T-FUNENV is essentially a standard typing rule for mutually recursive functions.
Rule T-PROG checks that (1) the functions defined in D are well-typed and the types of those functions are described by some Θ, and (2) the main command s is well-typed under Θ and the empty pre and post type environments.
Soundness of the type system
The type soundness theorem is stated as expected:
This theorem is proved in the standard manner: subject reduction and lack of immediate errors. For subject reduction, we define typing for configurations by using an auxiliary definition.
DEFINITION 22. The function PTE takes a process type and returns its PTE part; it is defined by PTE(Γ tid f ) = Γ. Figure 10 .
DEFINITION 23 (Typing for Configurations). The typing relation for configurations Θ; Γ ⊢ D Conf ok is defined by the rule in
Rule T-CONFIG basically imposes that each thread respects the function type environment Θ and its pre type environment. The highlights of the rule are as follows.
• The post type environment of the main thread ⋆ has to be empty, which is crucial for resource-leak-freedom.
• The condition ConOwn(Conf , Γ), which essentially means that, for each thread ID, lock, and pointer, the sum of ownerships held by the threads is exactly 1, so that every resource is eventually deallocated before termination.
• The condition acyclic( t, Γ ′ , R) imposes that there is no "circular dependency" among the threads in Conf . We need this condition to ensure that the thread pool becomes {⋆ → skip} leaving no other threads when the program terminates.
• The last conditions means that, for each binding of the form x : Γ ′ tid f in Γ, where the value of x is the ID of i-th thread, Γ ′ is equal to the post type environment Γ ′ i of s i modulo empty types. This condition is necessary for a thread not to die without returning all the non-empty ownerships.
The precise definitions of ConOwn and acyclic are given in the full version.
Theorem 21 is proved by showing (1) the initial configuration is well-typed (Lemma 24), (2) well-typedness is preserved by reduction (Lemma 25) and (3) a well-typed configuration is safe (Lemma 26). Then, the theorem is easily proved. 
Type inference
We present a constraint-based type inference algorithm for the type system. The algorithm takes a simply typed program, generates a set of constraints for the program to be well-typed, and then tries to solve it. The idea of the type inference algorithm is basically the same as the previous one presented in [13] ; reducing constraints on types into a system of linear inequalities. However, in the current type system, a challenge consists in how to infer an appropriate PTE for each lock and thread ID type. To this end, we designate type environment variables, which represent unknowns on PTEs, and use them for building constraints on (procurable) type environments.
In the rest of this section, we assume that input to the type inference algorithm is a simply typed program, and each bound variable and assert command is annotated with its simple type; Figure 11 shows the syntax of commands, function definitions and simple types with those annotations. Those simple types can be inferred by straightforwardly adapting standard techniques [11] to our language. We also assume that bound variables are different from each other. We write stype(x) for the simple type assigned to x. Figure 12 shows the syntax of constraint language. In order to distinguish the constructors of expressions in the constraint language from the predicates and the operators introduced in the previous section, we put · on the constraint language constructors. q ranges over ownership expressions. ϕ represents an unknown for an ownership, which is a member of a countably infinite set OVar. q 1 + q 2 represents summation of ownerships. The meta-variable Γ Γ ranges over the set of type environment expressions. γ ranges over the countably infinite set EVar of type environment variables and denotes an unknown (procurable) type environment. [ y/ x] γ represents renaming of (procurable) type environment denoted by γ. We require that both x and y are pairwise distinct sequences.
Syntax and semantics of constraints
The meta-variable c represents a constraint. The constraint syntax is designed carefully so that it is sufficient for a reasonably simple type inference. empty(τ ) expresses emptiness of τ . γ 1 = γ 2 expresses equality of γ 1 and γ 2 . q 1 = q 2 and q 1 > q 2 are constraints on ownerships. Note that the ownership constraints expressible in the constraint language consist of only linear inequalities on ownership variables. The constraint Γ 1 = Γ 2 + γ represents equality between the type environment denoted by Γ 1 and the sum of Γ 2 and γ. empty(Γ \ dom(γ)) expresses that the type environment denoted by
are setinclusion constraints among the domains of type environments. We use a meta-variable C for sets of constraints.
θ, a valuation, ranges over (OVar
Here, TEnv is the set of type environments.
Denotational semantics of ownership expressions, type expressions and type environment expressions are defined in Figure 13 . We write |= C if there is a valuation θ such that θ |= C.
Constraint generation
The first step of the type inference algorithm is constraint generation. Given a program, this phase generates a set of Figure 13 . Denotation of constraint language expressions.
constraints that make the program well-typed. Before elaborating this phase, we introduce several auxiliary definitions.
DEFINITION 27. rename ovars is a function that takes an exprssion X and returns a pair X ′ , C, where X ′ is an expression that is obtained by replacing every ownership in X with a fresh ownership variable and C is
The constraint set that rename ovars returns guarantees the restriction on reference types that κ(π) = 0 implies κ(π0) = 0 mentioned in Section 5.1.
DEFINITION 29. The operator y/ x is defined as follows. Figure 15 . Constraint generation algorithm (cases for sequential commands).
τ ij = template xij (a ij ) for each i and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , m i } τ ′ ij = template xij (a ij ) for each i and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , Figure 16 . Constraint generation algorithm (cases for concurrency-related commands).
Here, The operator y/ x "pushes" the constructor [ y/ x] as inward as possible. It also serves for creating pre/post type environments of a function call from a sequence of the types of function arguments; observe the correspondence between the definition of y/ x (τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) above and the second and the third premises of T-APP in Figure 6 .
, a set of constraints that make τ 1 equal to τ 2 (and Γ Γ 1 equal to Γ Γ 2 , respectively) are defined in Figure 14 . The constraints also include those on domains of type environment expressions. Γ 1 . = Γ 2 + Γ 3 is a set of constraints that make Γ 1 equal to Γ 2 + Γ 3 , which is defined below.
Note that, in the cases of γ 1 .
, creating x/ y is legitimate because x and y are both pairwise distinct sequences. Note also that the definition of γ . = Γ and Γ . = γ are a little complicated so that the generated conforms the syntax of the constraint language; we generate a type environment Γ ′ from Γ, generate constraints that guarantee empty(Γ ′ ) and generate Γ = Γ ′ + γ that effectively expresses Γ = γ given empty(Γ ′ ). τ 1 + τ 2 (N.B., no · on +) is a pair (τ, C) where τ is the sum of τ 1 and τ 2 , and C is constraints for the sum to be well-defined. Γ 1 + Γ 2 is also defined accordingly. DEFINITION 30. τ 1 +τ 2 and Γ 1 +Γ 2 are defined as follows.
. 
Constraint set wfarg(x 1 : τ 1 , . . . , x n : τ n ) is used for wellformedness of function argument types.
We write wfarg(( x: τ ) → ( τ ′ )) for wfarg( x: τ )∪wfarg( x: τ ′ ) and wfarg(Θ) for f ∈dom(Θ) wfarg(Θ(f )).
The constraint generation algorithm C is defined in Figures 15 and 16 . The core of the algorithm takes a function type environment Θ, a command s and a post type environment Γ post as input, and returns a pre type environment Γ pre and a set of constraints C. The way of deriving C from the typing rules in Section 5 is standard. We add explanation to several non-trivial cases.
Case s = let x : a = y in s 0 : The algorithm creates a fresh type expression τ from the simple type annotation a, extends Γ post with x : τ and recursively passes it to C with the subcommand. From the returned pre type environment Γ ′ , the algorithm produces the type of y, Γ ′ (x) + Γ ′ (y), in the pre type environment of the whole input Γ pre . Note that, from the syntax of the constraint language,
Case s = f ( y): The algorithm creates two type environments Γ ′ and Γ pre from Γ post by rename ovars. Operator x/ y is used to generate the constraints on pre/post type environments from the types of function arguments.
Case s = let x = * y in s 0 : The idea is the same as the previous case; create a fresh type expression, extend Γ post , pass it to the recursive call and calculate the type of x in Γ pre from the output of the recursive call. However, in the cases in which reference types are involved, we have to be aware that the type of x in the returned Γ ′ is of the shape (µα.α ref ϕ ) ref ϕ due to our assumption on the shape of reference types.
Case s = let x = newlock() in s 0 : We need to express the conditions on type environments in T-NEWLOCK in this case. To do that, we generate the constraint Γ pre = (Γ ′ \ {x}) + γ x . γ x is the type environment variable designated for the variable x.
Case s = let x = fork(s 1 ) in s 2 : The algorithm restricts the domain of Γ post with FV(s 1 ), renames its ownership part and passes it to the recursive call for s 1 . The passed type environment Γ ′ subjects to empty(Γ ′ post \ dom(γ x )); with this constraint and the following lemma, it is guaranteed that the conditions in T-FORK are met. The following lemma guarantees soundness of this step; it says that if a constraint set C generated by the algorithm C satisfies |= C, then the input program is indeed well-typed.
Proof Sketch
LEMMA 36 (Soundness of C). If C(Θ, Γ post , s) = (Γ pre , C) and θ |= C, then [[Θ]] θ ; [[Γ pre ]] θ ⊢ s ⇒ [[Γ post ]] θ .
Constraint reduction
The next step of the type inference is to find a valuation θ such that θ |= C holds for the constraint set C returned by C. This constraint reduction phase first determines the domain of each type environment variable and decomposes the constraints into ones on ownership variables. Then, the resulting constraints are solved by a linear inequality solver.
Step 1: Deciding the domain of type environment variables The constraint reduction phase first reduces those set-inclusion constraints (
) by calculating the domain of each type environment variable and instantiating it with a type environment template with fresh ownership variables. In calculating the domain, we calculate particularly the greatest domain allowed to each type environment variable. This is justified by the observation that, intuitively, taking the larger domain for a type environment variable is "safe" estimation; even if the domain turns out to be larger than necessary, the types of the redundant variables can be made empty in the following phases.
It is in fact possible to calculate the greatest domain by a standard fixed-point iteration because each dom(γ) is either bound from above by a monotone expression, or, from below by a set of program variables. Concretely, such an algorithm starts from the assignment dom(γ i ) → V i , where V is the (finite) set of all the variable names that appear in the input program, and update the assignment according to the constraints of the form dom(γ) ⊆ { x},
until it reaches the fixed-point. Then, the algorithm checks whether the obtained assignment satisfies { x} ⊆ dom(γ) and returns the assignment. Figure 17 presents the definition of the algorithm R. In the definition, solve dom(C) returns the map
that gives the greatest solution of the set-inclusion constraints C as mentioned above. In addition to applying substitution, θC simplifies the constraints if possible. For example, if
Lemma 37 guarantees soundness of this phase: the algorithm R does not turn an unsatisfiable constraint set into a satisfiable one. Completeness is left as future work.
LEMMA 37. If |= R(C), then |= C.
Step 2: Solving linear inequalities After completion of Step 1, γ does not appear in the constraint set. Moreover, constraints of the form empty(·) have been simplified to ownership constraints. Thus, the residual constraints consist of ones of the form q 1 = q 2 or q 1 > q 2 . From the syntax of the constraint language, these constraints form a system of linear inequalities over rational numbers. Thus, we can decide whether the constraints are satisfiable or not. Note that, thanks to the use of rational numbers as ownerships, this step is done in polynomial time on the number of ownership variables and inequalities.
R(C) = C
′ where Figure 17 . Definition of R.
Implementation
We have implemented an automated verifier based on the algorithm described in this section. The frontend of the verifier that is in charge of C and R is implemented with OCaml. As a linear-inequality solver, we use SMT solver Z3 [5] . The Web interface is available at http://www.fos.kuis. kyoto-u.ac.jp/~rfukuda/freesafety-con/.
Related Work
Terauchi [15] has proposed a type-based race-freedom analysis based on fractional capabilities. His type system assigns a fractional permission to each abstract location. Fractional permissions describe read/write permission to each abstract location. In order to deal with lock-based synchronization and fork/join concurrency, his type system associates what we could call "procurable capabilities" with lock types and thread ID types; each lock type comes with capabilities granted by acquiring/releasing the locks and each thread ID type comes with ones granted by waiting the threads. He also reported the result of experiment. Our idea of procurable type environments is inspired by his type system. An important difference, however, is that our ownerships also represent obligation to be fulfilled (e.g., every lock to be deallocated exactly once before termination), not only capability. This leads to the difference in the typing rules for deallocation of resources; his type system does not exclude programs that deallocate locks twice or more.
Besides Terauchi's work [15] , the idea of using rational numbers for representing ownerships has been used in the area of program analysis [3, 8, 13, 17] . Among them, the work by Suenaga and Kobayashi [13] and that by Heine and Lam [8] deal with safe memory deallocation. However, they only deal with sequential programs. Extension of the previous techniques, especially one proposed in [13] , to concurrency is not trivial: it requires, for example, the acyclicity condition in T-CONFIG, which is not necessary in the sequential setting. Type inference, as we have shown, is nontrivial either due to the presence of procurable type environments.
Gotsman et al. [6] have proposed an extension of the concurrent separation logic [10] with dynamic creation/disposal of locks and threads. Though their work does not deal with safe resource deallocation, it seems that it is not difficult to adapt their framework to do so. They can treat programs that store locks and thread IDs to heap, which is currently not allowed in our framework. They also support structures which, for example, enable a program to create a pair of a memory cell and a lock guarding the cell. We would need to incorporate dependent pairs to the type system in order to deal with such structures. As far as we know, they have not proposed an automated verification based on their framework yet. It seems that their framework requires for spawned threads to terminate with empty ownerships to locks, while ours allow threads to leave release/lock ownerships.
Calcagno et al. [4] have proposed an automated verification technique for concurrent programs. They use biabduction to infer resource invariant, a separation logic formula that describes which part of memory is protected by conditional variables. Our procurable type environments correspond to their resource invariant. The expressiveness of concurrent separation logic allows resource invariant to express more properties than ours (e.g., a pointer not being null). Their work has not been extended with dynamic creation of threads nor conditional variables.
Haack et al. [7] have designed a variant of the concurrent separation logic for multithreaded Java programs. Their framework supports fork/join parallelism and re-entrant monitors. They use fractional permissions to express sharing of a location among several threads. However, it is not clear whether their logic can be easily adapted also for safe resource deallocation because it is based on the intuitionistic version of separation logic. Because intuitionistic separation logic admits weakening, their logic would allow facts about the existence of an allocated memory cell to be freely discarded.
Bornat et al. [2] have extended separation logic to concurrency. They use fractional permissions in their assertion language to express sharing of locations among threads. They also support synchronization with conditional variables by which the logic grants access right to critical regions. This feature is comparable to our procurable type environments in the sense that a resource for synchronization (conditional variables, in their case) is associated with some (fixed) permissions to access guarded resources. However, they do not support dynamic creation of threads.
Conclusion
We have proposed a type system based on fractional ownerships to guarantee safe resource deallocation and racefreedom in a low-level concurrent language. The type sys-tem is a non-trivial extension of the previous type system by Suenaga and Kobayashi [13] . The key ideas of the extension are (1) to assign ownerships not only to reference types but also to lock and thread ID types, and (2) to assign procurable type environments to lock types and thread ID types to describe the amount of ownerships granted by or required for operating values of those types. We have also proposed a type inference algorithm for the type system. The algorithm reduces a type inference problem into satisfiability of a system of linear inequalities, which is checked by the SMT solver Z3.
Incorporating more "real-world" features to our framework is another important future direction. For example, we need to add C-like structures to our framework so that programmers can use data structures. This extension could be done as that in the first author's previous work [13] . Extension with pointers to locks is also necessary for dealing with real-world programs. After completing these extensions, we plan to extend FreeSafeTy, the prototype verifier implemented in the previous work [13] , and conduct feasibility study by experiment to observe the scalability of our technique and how much manual insertion of must-alias annotations is needed in reality.
The following program, which is considered to be safe in our semantics and also typechecks in our type system, suggests another direction to be pursued: let x = newlock() in acq(x); let y = fork(rel(x)) in wait(y); freelock(x).
This program is defined to be erroneous in many thread libraries including pthreads because the thread that acquires a lock is different from one that releases the lock. Extending our framework to exclude more of such bad behaviors that consist in real-world software is an important task. In the current paper, the type system excludes all the racy programs. However, in reality, it is sometimes convenient to allow some memory cells to be accessed in a racy manner. Allowing such partially racy programs would be another interesting future work.
